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seeing to it that new work opportunities that were in any case
arising somewhere, should in fact become available in these
particular regions. The distressed areas would thus become—
like all other regions—( development areas.' One new tool for
this purpose, invented in Britain in the 1930's, was the trading
estate, by which the government could make factory space
available for infant industries, including some that were intro-
duced by refugees. Another, arising'to some extent from the
continuance of wartime controls over building materials, but
partly also from the location of industry act of 1945, has
enabled the government to forbid the continued concentration
of new basic industries in the south-east, and to encourage
the diversification of industry in the development areas. Not
least, the government itself has begun to practise its own
policy, as for example by the decision to administer family
allowances from Tyneside instead of from Whitehall.
in.    Maintenance.
Improvements in the machinery for finding and providing
work have not abolished the intervals in intermittent employ-
ment. Some other machinery has had to be evolved to keep
together the homes of those who have fallen out of work
through the operation of causes mainly outside their control.
And we have sometimes committed the error and courted the
danger of concentrating too much on the provision of an
emergency income, and too little on the finding or the making
of employment through which alone it is possible to earn
one's income by making a contribution to the welfare of the
community.
The most obvious method of maintaining the unemployed
without exposing them to the stigma of public poor-relief or
the humiliation of private charity was to organize a system of
insurance. For this was the least revolutionary way of giving
them a legal right to honourable maintenance without inquiry
into their means. All over Western Europe many of the

